
The better your apps, databases, VMs, infrastructure and SQL queries run, 
the lower you can keep your costs. See how Foglight can help you boost 
your margins.

By Tim Fritz, Product Manager, Performance Monitoring, Quest® Software

Performance tuning that 
improves your bottom line

”“Customers are complaining 
about sluggish performance 
since our last release.  
What happened?

”“It used to take 10 seconds 
to run this report, but now it 
takes three minutes.  
What’s wrong?

”“Going to the cloud was 
supposed to save us money. 
Why does our bill get bigger 
every month?
 
Questions like those are becoming typical potholes 
on the road to digital transformation. The solution 
to every problem is usually a new problem, which 
is why organizations find themselves having to tune 
everything they develop, test and release.

For IT teams like yours, it always seems that the 
goal is to improve performance, especially in the 
cloud. And, in the IT trenches, you may think that 
the purpose of performance tuning is to keep 
infrastructure humming, avoid bottlenecks and close 
trouble tickets.

But in fact, there’s more at stake than that. Since 
you pay for every millisecond, cycle, kilobyte and 
megabit your applications and workloads consume, 
performance tuning affects your bottom line. Your 
real goal is to find and eliminate wasted resources, 
because less money spent on them means lower 
costs and bigger profit margins.

Does your company depend on cloud applications for 
customer interaction? Do you sell access to software 
as a service (SaaS) using a resource consumption 
model? Are you an independent software vendor 
(ISV) selling cloud applications? If so, then 
performance is a big part of your profit margin.

This technical brief describes how performance 
monitoring and tuning affect your bottom line. 
You’ll see how using Foglight® by Quest® can help 
you stay profitable with performance tuning at all 
levels: databases, applications, virtual machines 
(VMs), infrastructure, cloud resources and individual 
SQL queries. 



Cloud spend, and the heat from 
Finance 
You’re in good company in the cloud. By some 
measures, more than half of organizations now 
develop and deploy cloud-native applications 
to production, with another wave planning 
to start doing so in the near future.1

But it’s not necessarily paradise. Do you like 
wasting a third of your cloud spend (as shown 
in Figure 1), and having optimization of cloud 
usage be your top initiative?2 That’s how a lot 
of your fellow IT professionals are spending 
their money, effort and time. You, of course, 
would rather focus on initiatives like cloud 
migrations or the expanded use of containers.
“You can work on those later,” says your boss, “but 
I’m getting heat from Finance, so get the cloud spend 
under control first.”

Whether you’re wasting spend in the cloud, on 
premises or both, the old methods of reducing waste 
don’t work anymore.

Figure 1: Self-reported estimates of wasted cloud spend
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• You used to add CPU or memory, and even though 
that’s probably easier than it has ever been, it’s also 
more expensive because of the sheer number of 
servers.

• You used to hire more experts in Oracle, SQL 
Server and DB2 when you started having more 
customer-facing apps to manage and you saw 
performance problems brewing. But more and more 
dollars are chasing fewer and fewer experts, so it’s 
hard to grow IT staff.

Independent software vendors do more than use software; they sell it. That means that performance problems affect 
not only the tools they can use but also the likelihood that customers will buy their products.

Consider three ways that ISVs can improve their margins.

1. Enable a positive customer experience
If your bottom line depends on the experience your customers have with your website and applications, then 
the status of your infrastructure directly affects profit margins. Scrimping on infrastructure in industries like retail 
or entertainment puts you at risk of impairing application performance. A poor user experience will cost you in 
customer churn. 

SQL performance tuning is an important step in balancing cost and performance in the databases behind your 
customer-facing, revenue-generating applications. Despite tight budgets and manpower constraints, you can 
automate your tuning with Foglight Performance Investigator and with SQL Optimizer for SQL Server, Oracle, 
Db2 LUW and SAP/Sybase. The tools present query rewrites and guidance on indexes, quickly test the rewrites 
in your specified scenarios and rate them on criteria like speed and resource consumption.

Use database performance tuning to reduce consumption of the cloud services on which your databases 
depend. In infrastructure as a service (IaaS), for example, you can trim costs by optimizing the amount of memory 
you allocate.

The ISV perspective: Protecting the profit margins of cloud applications
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• Plus, the old methods can’t keep up with new 
problems. Shadow IT, for example, introduces 
unvetted apps and VM sprawl to the landscape 
as lines of business start using databases and 
monitoring tools on their own. That decentralizing 
effect almost always leads to overprovisioning, 
duplicated services and waste. Shadow IT backfires 
when you, the real IT, end up having to troubleshoot 
the new VMs, apps, databases and tools – 
assuming you’re able to find them all.

Using Foglight to help 
improve your bottom line
Foglight is designed for monitoring and tuning the 
resource pool on which your databases, applications, 
virtual machines, infrastructure and individual SQL 
queries depend. It supports a few simple goals, like 
lowering your costs, ensuring application uptime and 
delivering a good experience to your customers. 

You can reduce waste and get back to application 
profitability. But not with the old ways of doing things. 
Here are some better ways:

1. Consolidate your workloads before migration
Even if you know which on-premises workloads you’re 
going to move to the cloud, you don’t always know 
how to optimize them for the lowest cloud spend. 
What if you could see, in advance, how to optimize 
and consolidate your servers for the fewest machines, 
both on premises and in the cloud?

With the Consolidation Advisor in Foglight (see Figure 
2) you can plan future consolidations of your virtual 
and physical servers. Consolidation Advisor calculates 

Figure 2: Consolidation Advisor in Foglight

the combined load of virtual machines and physical 
hosts then recommends the optimal hardware 
configuration of servers for that load. It enables you to 
streamline your virtual environment by consolidating 
workloads onto fewer VMs, saving both OpEx and 
CapEx in the process.

2. Make money directly from software in the cloud 
If your bottom line depends on charging by usage or quantity – for instance, the number of databases your 
software monitors – your goal is to expand your market and customer count. You’re focused on maximizing 
revenue while keeping costs as low as possible.

On IaaS, Foglight Evolve is designed for optimization of the operating system and virtualization infrastructure. 
Robust application performance helps keep existing subscribers renewing every period and it helps induce 
prospects to try the free, basic or trial version of your software.

3. Sell SaaS by resources consumed
Selling services on the basis of resource consumption (memory, CPU, network, storage, etc.) has traditionally 
been a model for cloud service providers. If you’re an ISV beginning to embrace it, you may be tempted to 
assume that techniques like auto-scaling make database performance tuning completely optional. Based on 
your pricing model, you may not have an incentive to tune performance, because you pass the cost onto your 
customer directly. But the reality is that poor performance and unplanned costs are a recipe for customer churn.

Address that problem with application and infrastructure tuning, depending upon the type of cloud service 
you’re using. Tuning helps in two ways: For one thing, it holds down the computing resource costs you pass 
on to your customers. At the same time, it reduces the risk that poor performance will cause your customers to 
abandon you for your competitors’ websites and apps.

The ISV perspective (Continued)

https://www.quest.com/products/foglight-evolve-operate/
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3. Improve your customers’ interaction with 
your cloud applications
Does your relationship with your customers depend 
on their experience with your cloud applications? Will 
your prospects abandon you for your competitor’s 
online store if your web applications are performing 
poorly? Then use query and database tuning to 
make your workloads run more efficiently, take less 
compute time and improve your bottom line.

Foglight SQL Performance Investigator measures 
and analyzes the workload generated by SQL so you 
can meet the service-level agreements (SLAs) you’ve 
established. It shows resource consumption down 
to the user level so you can identify SQL statements 
that impair database performance by contending for 
scarce CPU, memory or disk I/O.

SQL Performance Investigator presents key 
performance indicators (KPIs) for SQL Server, Oracle, 
MySQL and Azure SQL Database, and analyzes 
workloads with the goal of optimizing database 
performance. Figure 4 depicts how it complements 
the resource monitoring in Foglight that keeps 
database components operating within their limits 
and sends you alerts before resources are exhausted.

2. Optimize your resources in 
the cloud and on premises
The more diverse your IT environment is, the more 
likely you have zombie VMs, over-provisioned storage 
and under-utilized resources that can be reallocated, 
reclaimed or retired. But how can you find them?

The Optimizer in Foglight simplifies the optimization 
process, finding and right-sizing waste in VM 
resources (as shown in Figure 3). It is designed for 
optimizing the CPU, memory, network and storage 
of VMs, and to project resource needs in your virtual 
environment. By identifying over-allocations and 
zombie VMs, you can start provisioning adequately, 
before spending any money on new hardware.

Figure 3: VM resizing in Foglight

”
“Foglight captures the 

running code. We can then 
examine this code, and if 
we find that it’s not efficient 
enough, we can rewrite it 
before we put it back into 
production.
John Waclawski, Lead Database Administrator,  
AmTrust Financial Services

Figure 4: Foglight SQL Performance Investigator

https://www.quest.com/techbrief/accelerate-database-efficiency-with-sql-performance-investigator-pi881963/
https://www.quest.com/products/foglight-evolve-cloud/
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Once you’ve identified a potentially problematic 
SQL statement, SQL Performance Investigator 
lets you automatically analyze its execution plan—
the roadmap the database follows to retrieve the 
data (see Figure 5). You then compare the plan to 
prior plans stored in the repository for any changes 
significant enough to affect performance. You’re 
looking for potential answers to the question, “Why 
is this query running so slowly?” with an eye to 
tuning the query.

Conclusion
Whether you depend on cloud applications for 
customer interaction, sell access to SaaS using 
a resource consumption model or sell cloud 
applications as an ISV, your profitability depends on 
performance. Monitoring and tuning are an integral 
part of your bottom line.

Foglight by Quest is made for database monitoring, 
SQL tuning, infrastructure monitoring, workload 
analytics and cloud cost management. From a 
single interface, it lets you manage and monitor all 
database applications, regardless of the underlying 
infrastructure.

Figure 6: Foglight - VM environment

Figure 5: SQL Performance Investigator - Execution plan analysis

4. Tune the infrastructure behind your 
revenue-generating applications
It’s much easier to improve your bottom line when you 
can see all your IT infrastructure and applications from 
a single location. 

Foglight monitoring gives you insight into every level 
of your infrastructure so you can identify bottlenecks, 
predict capacity shortfalls and identify abnormal 
behavior. It’s designed for monitoring your physical 
servers, VMs (see Figure 6), containers, storage, 
utilities and Microsoft environment, including Active 
Directory, Exchange and Office 365.

With Foglight monitoring you can establish baselines 
and measure your progress in tuning a database 
instance, a virtual machine or a hypervisor (like 
ESXi) server load. You’ll have the tools to optimize 
systems, identify faults and avoid problems before 
they happen, reducing the risk to your company’s 
bottom line. ”

“We use Foglight now to find  
the smoking guns... We 
also watch performance in 
real time; if it seems that 
things are getting out of 
acceptable range, we can 
quickly drill down and see 
what’s causing the issues.
Database Lead, global logistics company

https://www.quest.com/products/foglight-evolve-monitor/
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”
“We’ve found Foglight to be 

invaluable when it comes to 
monitoring databases and 
giving us a heads-up before 
things happen.
Lead Database Administrator, large hospital system

Shorten your time to find and resolve performance 
problems in all major database platforms with SQL 
Performance Investigator. Use Foglight for cloud 
migration, monitoring and operations to identify areas 
of over- and underutilization of cloud resources and to 
better manage your cloud spending.
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About Quest
Quest creates software solutions that make the 
benefits of new technology real in an increasingly 
complex IT landscape. From database and systems 
management, to Active Directory and Office 365 
management, and cyber security resilience, Quest 
helps customers solve their next IT challenge now. 
Around the globe, more than 130,000 companies and 
95% of the Fortune 500 count on Quest to deliver 
proactive management and monitoring for the next 
enterprise initiative, find the next solution for complex 
Microsoft challenges and stay ahead of the next 
threat. Quest Software. Where next meets now. 
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